For Immediate Release
Shu Cosmetic Surgery Offers Advanced Liposuction and Fat Transfer
with the New Generation Vaser‐2 Lipo System

Minneapolis, MN (March, 2013) – Shu Cosmetic Surgery announced an upgrade to the second
generation Vaser lipo system from their first original system. As an all‐inclusive platform for infiltration,
emulsification and aspiration, the new Vaser 2.0 Lipo System is a revolutionary body contouring
technology that was specifically designed to optimize the preservation of fat cells for subsequent fat
grafting procedures. Utilizing ultrasonic energy to selectively target and break apart fat cells, the
system’s technology allows physicians to immediately remove, harvest, and re‐inject the fat to contour
and augment parts of the body, including the face, hands, breasts and buttocks.
“We, at Shu Cosmetic Surgery, have been very happy with the first generation Vaser lipo system over
the past 3 years. Vaser technology effectively treats all areas of the body and is clinically proven to
enhance skin retraction, reduce blood loss, and maintain the viability of fat cells for fat grafting
procedures. I have witnessed smooth and consistent results with quick patient recovery times. We are
extremely proud to be the premier lipo clinic in Minnesota to offer our patients the benefits of the Vaser
2.0 Lipo System. The precision of the Vaser 2.0 Lipo System has allowed our patients to experience
enhanced body contouring techniques using a combination of fat removal and transfer. It has been
particularly useful for our female patients when creating natural breast augmentation and natural butt
augmentation,” states Dr. Steven Shu, medical director at Shu Cosmetic Surgery.
Recent clinical studies have affirmed 85% viability of Vaser treated fat and have shown that the Vaser
Lipo System enhances 53% skin tightening post procedure.
“Vaser Lipo offers some of our larger patients a real alternative to abdominoplasty and other lifting
surgeries thanks to its ability to achieve phenomenal skin retraction, continues Dr. Steven Shu. With the
growing interest in autologous fat grafting, the Vaser 2.0 platform offers a quantum leap in ultrasound‐
assisted lipo that offers end‐users an integrated, cutting edge solution to further enhance their body
contouring practices.”
About Dr. Shu and Shu Cosmetic Surgery
Dr. Steven Shu, MD, MBA, is a board certified laser surgeon and an expert of office cosmetic surgeries in
Minnesota. He has adopted many revolutionary techniques to achieve ideal results with more efficiency
and safety. For more information on Shu Cosmetic Surgery Institute, please visit the center's website at
http://www.shucosmeticsurgery.com or www.rejuvelaser.com.
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